At Lombard Insurance, we believe in investing in long-term relationships. We value relationships built on mutual respect. By turning probabilities into possibilities and opportunities into action we maintain true partnerships for lasting success.
What makes us different

Lombard looks intimately into each situation, analyzing it on its own merits, focusing on the details, the potential and the opportunity. Businesses need working capital to facilitate the efficient execution of their business. No two businesses are the same. We understand this and focus on creating an offering that enhances relationships for all parties.

With a division that specialises in understanding the needs of the Clearing and Freight industry, Lombard has ensured we match these needs through our guarantee product offerings. We recognise there is a greater need than just issuing guarantees.
Logistics Guarantees

We maintain high industry insight through close relationships with all stakeholders including industry forums, Customs, Transnet and the Airlines. We ensure we are kept abreast of industry trends as well as changes in statutory requirements. As such, we pride ourselves on intimately understanding the dynamics of each requirement and the effect on the individual business.
Logistics Guarantees

Logistics Guarantees are offered as security to SARS Customs or the logistics suppliers in line with their policy. The guarantee usually states that if the client does not adhere to the terms as laid out by the beneficiary of the guarantee, the beneficiary can claim such payment against the guarantee. This could cover payment of deferment accounts, acquittals into a bonded warehouse or consignor bond, or for a credit line offered by Transnet for port usage.
South African customs guarantees offered:

Deferred Payment Bond
Consignor Bond
National Remover of Bonded Goods
Approved Warehouse Bond
Temporary Import Bond
Customs Rebate Bond
Manufacturer of Excisable Products Bond
Container Depot Operator Guarantee
Degroupage Depot Operator Guarantee
Customs Litigation Bond

Other types of logistics guarantees offered:

Transnet Freight Rail Guarantee
Transnet National Ports Authority Guarantee
Transnet Port Terminals Guarantee
Airline Guarantee
Perishable Products Exchange Control Board Guarantee
ATA Carnets
We offer guarantees throughout the African Continent including:

Botswana  Mozambique
Namibia    Zambia
Cape Verde

Related product guarantees that can be offered:

Fuel Guarantees
Performance Guarantees
Litigation Bonds
Utilities Guarantees
Education Guarantees